Take the biggest advantages
of the various class support services

Supporting

for better class management.

You can use auditoriums

We provide ICT tools to

and lecture halls as well as

optimize class management

CTLT classrooms and PC

(e.g. on-demand classes and

rooms. We recommend

flip teaching) centered on

using the seminar house
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seminar camps.

Facility Lending

ICT Tools

by ourselves.

Teaching &
Learning
CTLT Guidebook［ICT Tools Edition］
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Information Counter

Community
Faculty Café is a place to

You can borrow

exchange ideas on

audiovisual equipment,

teaching methods.

software and clickers at

Any faculty member

Waseda Portal Office.

teaching at Waseda
University can participate.

Seminars and
Events

Various Systems

We hold on-demand

We provide material printing

lectures related to FD as

service, guest speaker

well as various seminars

subsidies, TA subsidies and

and events on education

more. Please ask at your

techniques.

office about these various

They also give explanation
on the usage.

systems.

Waseda University Center for Higher Education Studies
Waseda campus, Building No.24, 4th floor 1-104 Totsuka-cho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 169-8050
Tel. +81- 3 -3203 - 6314 Fax. +81- 3 - 5273 - 4396 E-mail. ches-staff@list.waseda.jp

Please see below for details on the class support services.
URL

www.waseda.jp/inst/ches

＠WasedaU̲CHES

facebook.com/waseda.ches

Center for Teaching, Learning and Technology (CTLT)

Overview

Teaching

Activation of

and

Learni ng

You will be able to omit unnecessary trouble by using various systems and
ICT tools (e.g. the LMS Course N@vi and a clicker) developed exclusively
by Waseda University. Moreover, they can be quite useful in stimulating
communication with students in a class.

We bring you innovative approach of teaching class.
You might want to do
something like this

You might want to do
something like this

before or during class?

Course N@vi（ LMS）

AFP-WAA
AFP-WAA is a database that makes

Notification Function

Posting of Materials and Video Content

You can send mass e-mails

You can share teaching materials, research data,

to students.（→P.04）

papers, lecture videos and more for each

*An app and Wi-Fi are required.

UD Talk

Student Management

videos and texts and use them
without concern about copyrights.

Inform the students of
the projector to PCs, tablets,
sudden classroom
and smartphones.（→P.06）
changes and
cancelled lectures.
I want to create
teaching materials
Project smoothly
packed with images
the presentation materials
and texts, to make
of the students.
my class more
understandable.
You can wirelessly connect

You can manage

(registration necessary)

Share the teaching materials
used in classes with students
so that they can make
preparation and review.

This is a hearing aid system
that makes it possible to
create subtitles in real-time
using voice recognition
technology.

Course N@vi（ LMS）

subject.（→P.04）

it possible to search for pictures,

wivia

after class?

Course N@vi（ LMS）

Encourage students
with hearing
difficulties to actively
participate in classes.

I want to smartly
manage my
students.

attendance/absence of students
and grade them.（→P.05）

Course N@vi（ LMS）
Report and Assignment Submission
You can receive submissions with Word

Make students submit
their reports online
and manage
them securely.

files and the review function. You can
strictly set deadlines.（→P.05）

Course N@vi（ LMS）

Record my classes
and share these recordings
with my students
for review.

Automatic Recording Function
You can record your class with a
camera permanently set up in the
classroom and then upload the
data. You can share this video file
with your students.（→P.04）

Wase-pochi
This is a web clicker that allows
you to set up quizzes and

Interact with each student
even in a huge class
to prompt active
participation in my classes.

questionnaires on tablets and

Course N@vi（ LMS）

Helpful in Solving Troubles in Classes
and Achieving Great Lessons

smartphones.（ →P.06）

Notice and find them
if students do
cheatings or plagiarism

ICT Support Tools

This is a function that compares their work
with information on the Web and reports
submitted by other students. These results
are displayed in numerical figures.（→P.05）

*The above is an introduction to
some of the functions.
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Plagiarism Detection

03

ICT tools

Information on Class Support ICT Tools
The LMS of Waseda University that contribu tes
to the optimization of classes and the visual ization of study results.

Course N@vi

Notification Function
You can post various notifications (e.g. important
reminders relating to your classes, sudden cancelation
of class, classroom changes and requests to bring
certain things to class) on Course N@vi. You can send
mass e-mails to all your students in addition to
displaying this information on the Web screen. This is
a useful function when you want to inform students of
various kinds of info between classes.

Task

Report and Assignment
Submission
With this function, you can give your students assignments
and have them submit their reports and assignments on
Course N@vi, which helps you check their level of
understanding. It is also possible to make your students
submit feedback on your lectures, or to create a quiz with
automatic grading. This function supports Word,
PowerPoint and other file formats in addition to text.

Posting of Materials
and Video Content

You can detect whether there are any wrongful act(e.g.

You can publish and share the PowerPoint materials

plagiarism) in papers and reports. This supports

※1

Share

Making your classes more effective and fruitful
by proactively utilizing ICT tools

used in your classes and videos you have shot/edited

Plagiarism Detection
students in making appropriate citations with

with your students. Students can use these for

responsibility for their own papers.

preparation and review. This also allows you to offer

*We have also introduced the iThenticate system that allows

paperless classes and save your time for more
exercises.

※1

How to Make Video Content

Method 1

On-campus Recording Studio

comparisons with the world s largest academic full text database.
Please check the IT service navi for details.

Student Management
This is a function that optimizes the attendance and
grade management of students. You can manage
attendance/absence by creating an attendance

Our staff will provide you with support
on everything from recording to editing
and uploading.

register or card. You can also perform automatic

▼ Video Introduction

assessment elements). You can see the distribution

https://youtu.be/mZPmQzdkSgU

calculations and comprehensive evaluations based
on parameters (e.g. ratio and importance of
of the grades in a graph and make it viewable to the
students. Also, student management can be done by
more than one instructor.

Method 2

Automatic Recording Function

You can automatically record your class
with a camera set up permanently in the
classroom and our staff will upload it.

▼ Click here for the system introduction page.
http://www.waseda.jp/navi/
services/system/reccls.html

Course N@vi（ LMS）
Teacher Manual

https://cnavi.waseda.jp
http://www.wnpspt.waseda.jp/teacher̲en/course̲navi/

*All course registrant information is created based on course registration. Therefore, there is no need for teachers to set this.
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ICT tools

Case studies

More Usage Methods! Reference Practical Examples!
Wase-pochi (Web‒based Clicker)

Examples of ICT Tool Utilization

Encourage Students Participation in Classes and
Check Their Depth of Understanding
Wase-pochi (web-based clicker) is a
function that asks students to answer

Case 01

Case 02

Case 03

Using iPad in place of an electronic
blackboard, which is used interactively.

Living far from Tokyo while raising a
child, holding classes with the on-demand course (using Course N@vi).

Introducing lecture videos that can
be viewed on smartphones when
international course started.

questions on a real-time basis from
their devices connected to the
Internet (e.g. smartphones, tablets and
PCs). You can set two forms of

A

B

C

question (multiple choice and written
answer) and display a graph of the
aggregated results or a list of the
written answers.

wivia

Box

Teleconferencing System

Hiroo Sasaki

Share Presentation
Material, Videos and
More from Smartphones
on the Spot

Store and Share Materials
and information
Inside/Outside the Campus

Transmit/Receive to/from
Distant Classrooms, Meeting
Rooms and Event Locations

This is online storage for students and

This system transmits/receives on a

You can project data (images and

teachers. This makes it possible to

real-time basis video, audio, data and

videos) on tablets and smartphones to

share teaching materials, memos,

more by connecting dedicated devices

projectors and displays via a wireless

reports, research data, research

together via the Internet. You can also

network by using the wivia smartphone

papers and more created in the

use this in various lectures and

app. (Please check the IT service navi

process of education and research

education/research events including

for the applicable classrooms.)

inside/outside the campus. You can

distant meetings and classes between

also effectively take advantage of this

connected classrooms or meeting rooms.

Professor in the Faculty of Commerce

Akitoshi Takayasu

Hiromi Yoneoka

Associate Researcher in the Faculty of Science and
Engineering

Part-time Lecturer in the Faculty of Education and
Integrated Arts and Sciences

Kota Sekine

Assistant Professor

Professor Sasaki introduced an iPad

Ms. Hiromi Yoneoka introduced the

electronic blackboard when he injured

on-demand course because she lives in

his shoulder. This allows him to project

Kansai due to her circumstances (e.g.

what he has written in the note app of

childbirth). She retrieves parts of her

Students participate in these lectures

his iPad on the screen in the classroom.

lectures and distributes them as

upon viewing the on-demand class in

He has introduced a method in which

on-demand video. The time she spends in

Japanese and English in advance on

students also bring iPads and use an

the classroom is leveraged to the

Course N@vi. Students then tackle their

interactive app to discuss things while

maximum for discussion. This has been

own practice problems in the class-

writing on the same screen. (FY2016)

useful in improving the quality of group

room. This has made it possible to

work. (FY2014)

significantly increase the practice time

Yusuke Morikura
Assistant Professor

for programming that was previously

as a secure place to store the data of

somewhat lacking. (FY2015)

various systems.

Case 04

Case 05

Read More!
We introduce even more detailed
examples in the Good Practice &
Tips in the Classes of Waseda
Teachers section on our website.

Checking gestures on video. This is
useful in preparing for and reviewing debates.
Tatsuhiro Ueno

We have various kinds of other ICT tools
available. Make the most of them along
with your own class!
Waseda University IT Service Navi

http://www.waseda.jp/navi/

Professor in the Faculty of Law

IT Service
Navi

Discussing international themes
with overseas students using the
distant education system.

Please take a look at these.

http://www.quon.asia/
yomimono/waseda/GP/

Hiroshi Ota

Professor in the Faculty of International Research and Education

Professor Ueno has incorporated mock

Professor Ota gives remote classes by linking

trial-style debates in his classes. He uses

Waseda University with several overseas

automatic recording and Course N@vi

universities via a network. The lectures given

to share such videos, so that students

by the responsible university are delivered live

can check their demeanor such as their

to the other universities using a teleconferenc-

gesture, hand movement and motion

ing system. This helps students acquire what

habits. This is useful in practice for even

they cannot learn in just a classroom through

more persuasive presentations.

discussions with students in other countries

(FY2016)

and fields. (FY2012)
*Affiliation and qualifications of teachers are as of FY2016.
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